TECHNICAL GUIDE
2016

NOTE: The purchase invoice, MUST be stored together with this
certiﬁcate to validate the warranty.
IN THE ABSENCE OF THIS DOCUMENT, ANY CLAIM CANNOT BE
ACCEPTED.

IMPORTANT:
The installation must be performed by qualiﬁed personell
provided with appropriate equipment, able to release a
certiﬁcation of successful installation “in a workmanlike
manner.” the absence of this assumption, precludes any form
of warranty.
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INSTALLATION CERTIFICATIONS AND NOTES
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THANKS
Dear Customer,
Congratulations, you have purchased a furniture made wiith the utmost care and attention from
one of the leading companies in the panorama of Italian’s bathroom furniture, intended to meet
your needs for a long time.
We strongly recommend that you follow the assembly and maintenance suggesions below, in
order to avoid damage or affect the warranty.

PUNTOTRE SRL
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GUARANTEE
Product is covered, in all its components, by a 2 years EU warranty, activated at the date of
delivery. Warranty is valid since following indications have been strictly followed, in particular
regarding its installation, maintenance, and its proper use, more speciﬁcally:
1. The bathroom has to be aired, this means provided of window or suitable plant of airing that
handles the disposal of the aqueous vapour.
2. The furniture, in its components, must have dried after every use having care not to leave
stagnations of water to direct contact with it.
3. The installation has to happen to proper distance from showers or you installations that can
produce direct or prolonged contact with the water.
4. The installation must have effected by specialized personnel (2 people), endowed with
suitable equipment, that can release a document or declaration proving the execution of the
job “ to rule of art.”
5. In the case of installation of tops in glass, it must be only used the silicone furnished in
special blister together with the top. The cardboard of the characteristics of the silicone,
inside the wrapping, has to be preserved for valid the guarantee.
6. The maintenance of the product, has been effected following the indications furnished by
the builder, meticulously avoiding products acids, aggressive or abrasive for the cleaning.
7. The use of the product would have been that for which it has been projected, respecting the
loads of the drawers, of the shelves, and of the stirrups of support.
8. The furniture DOESN’T have to be installed in presence of evident defects, claims on the
ﬁnish are only accepted before the assemblage.
The guarantee decays if:
1. The room in which the piece of furniture is installed is unprovided of suitable airing.
2. The piece of furniture has not been dried after every use.
3. The piece of furniture is installed in proximity of showers or you installs that can produce the
risk of direct contact with the water.
4. The installation has not been effected from personal specialized, and/or it doesn’t own
certiﬁcation for the correct execution of the job.
5. For the installation of the glass tops the furnished silicone has not been used, and/or it
doesn’t own the inside cardboard to the relative blister.
6. The maintenance of the product would have not been effected following the indications of
the builder.
7. The use of the product and loads of stirrups, drawers, shelves are different from those the
manufacture has projected them.
8. The furniture has also been installed in presence of evident defects of ﬁnish and/or
construction.
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MAINTENANCE
The furniture you purchased is built with ﬁrst-quality materials, on purpose realized for being
used in damp environment, few simple rules of maintenance, will help you to make it durable.
According to the type of ﬁnish, different shrewdness could be necessary, good general rule is
the use of a simple damp microﬁber for the general cleaning of the furniture.
They are absolutely to avoid abrasive products, acids or aggressive detergents.
• Finishes lacquered opaque: Alone damp microﬁber.
• Finishes lacquered shiny: Alone damp microﬁber, in case of persistent stains, to dampen the
cloth with alcohol and to rub with delicacy.
• Finishes opaque wood: Alone damp microﬁber.
• Finishes shiny wood: Alone damp microﬁber, in case of persistent stains, to dampen the
cloth with alcohol and to rub with delicacy.
• Rolled ﬁnishes: Alone damp microﬁber.
PRUDENCE: The furniture is not made to use in external. The exposure prolonged
to the solar light, could cause changes of the toning both in the varnishes and in the
woods.
In case of persistent stains, scratches or damages of various nature, please contact the retailer
for possible suggestions from the manufacturer, DO NOT intervene in autonomous way.
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TOP’S MAINTENANCE
• Wooden Tops: It’s absolutely necessary not to leave stagnant water or other liquids, therefore
it is recommended to dry after each use. Periodically can be used speciﬁc products for wooden
furniture, keeping in mind the type of wood, with a dry clean cloth.
• Natural Stone Tops: Dry after each use and avoid contact with solvents, consider that each
slab has unique characteristics regarding porosity and absorption of limestone.
• Tops in Synthetics Agglomerate: Wipe after each use and avoid contact with solvents,
in certain types the highest amount of compound marble makes the plane behaves such as
natural stone for the absorption of limestone.
• Glass tops: ONLY damp microﬁber. With persistant lime stains, you can use a VERY ﬁne steel
wool, and scratch softly.
• Tecnoril®: ONLY damp microﬁber, from time to time use the Scothbrite® sponge, supplied
with the top console to restore the original luster, removing the oxidized in the surface.
• Corian®: ONLY damp microﬁber, from time to time use a Scothbrite® sponge, to restore the
original luster, removing the oxidized part of the surface.
• GEACRYL®: Only damp microﬁber, if necessary, with neutral detergents. Small scratches
may be restored with maintenance kit car bodies.
• Mineral Marble®: Only microﬁber moist, if necessary, with neutral detergents. Small scratches
may be restored with maintenance kit car bodies.
• Plexicor®: ONLY damp microﬁber, from time to time use a Scothbrite ® sponge, to restore
the original luster, removing the oxidized part of the surface.
• Ecomalta®: Only damp microﬁber, if necessary, with neutral detergents. Damages may be
restored with a proper kit, specialized personell is necessary.
• Neolith®: Only damp microﬁber, if necessary, with neutral detergents.
IMPORTANT NOTE: In the top agglomerated synthetic, the presence of components of marble,
in varying percentages, means that these plans will behave like natural stone against limestone
or other external factors, causing stains and stubborn stains. It is therefore recommended
meticulous maintenance in order to avoid inconveniences.
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GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION
Structure:
Made of panels made of wood particles, classiﬁcation according to UNI EN 309 (class E1
UNI EN 120). 18 mm in thickness, covered with melamine GREY / WHITE / WOOD, depending
on the models. The external panels, are ﬁnished like fronts, or by following the the customer’s
speciﬁcation.
Backs:
Panel made of wood ﬁber, 3 mm thick, deﬁnition according to UNI EN 316 (class E1 UNI EN
120). On the one hand ﬁnished favoring the internal structure.
Fronts:
Made with MDF panels for models with lacquered panels made of wood particles, according to
classiﬁcation UNI EN 309 (class E1 UNI EN 120) for models with ﬁnish in wood and laminate
Matrix.
Sliding Systems:
Made with metal sides with amortized return and control systems integrated, with integrated
settings.
Door Hinges:
Made of steel, with adjustments on the three axes and integrated shock absorber. In some
particular case,when a 90° hinges is not possible (curved doors) there is inserted a piston in the
bottom of the element.
Note: Details regarding the individual ﬁnishes or deepen informations, are reported in
the general price list.
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INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: Measures shown in each drawing are indicative, thickness of the top, consoles
and heights of the washbasins, they may have inﬂuence of several centimeters upon the
quotation, always consider the needs of the user in addition to any existing plants.

Units H. 24 cm

Units H. 36 cm

60-70-80-90-100-120

60-70-80-90-100-120

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

10

10

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

=
55

45,7

=

58

53

82

=

82

=

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm
15

36,3

24

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm
15

Measures in cm

Measures in cm

Units H. 24 cm

Units H. 36 cm

60-70-80-90-100-120

60-70-80-90-100-120

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

=

Measures in cm

33,7

=
50

46

70

=
55

=

10

36,3

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

70

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm

15

5

24

15

Measures in cm

NOTES: Between the drawer’s backside and the wall there is a 4 cm vacuum.
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INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: Measures shown in each drawing are indicative, thickness of the top, consoles
and heights of the washbasins, they may have inﬂuence of several centimeters upon the
quotation, always consider the needs of the user in addition to any existing plants.

Units H. 48 cm
CERAMIC Version

Units H. 48 cm

60-70-80-90-95-100-105-120

60-70-80-90-95-100-105-120

12

5
55

=

Measures in cm

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

Units H. 48 cm
60-70-80-90-95-100-105-120

12

10

4

50

48,3
26,5

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

4

70

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm

15

=
21,7

=

33,7

=

33,7

=
55

=

4

82

48,3
26,5

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

5

48,3
26,5

15

4

82

Consolle Thickness 2 - 5 cm

4

4

12

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm
15

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

NOTES: Between the drawer’s backside and the wall there is a 4 cm vacuum.
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INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: Measures shown in each drawing are indicative, thickness of the top, consoles
and heights of the washbasins, they may have inﬂuence of several centimeters upon the
quotation, always consider the needs of the user in addition to any existing plants.

Units H. 48 cm
double bowl
100

4

12

Top/Consolle Thickness 2 - 5 cm
15
5

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

4

47
55

26,5

26,5
33,7

82

48,3
26,5

15

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

Units H. 48 cm
double bowl
120

4

12

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm

5

5

15

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

4

A
55

30

30
33,7

82

48,3
26,5

15

Misure in cm

A=

CO12052D ( Tecnoril® ), Serie OLA + BRILL = 60cm
CC12040D ( Ceramic ), Serie i40 = 60cm
CM1205D ( Mineral Marble ), Serie OLA + BRILL = 57cm
CM12040D ( Mineral Marble ) Serie i40 = 57cm
CO12040D ( Tecnoril® ) Serie i40 = 60cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

NOTES: Between the drawer’s backside and the wall there is a 4 cm vacuum.
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INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: Measures shown in each drawing are indicative, thickness of the top, consoles
and heights of the washbasins, they may have inﬂuence of several centimeters upon the
quotation, always consider the needs of the user in addition to any existing plants.

Units H.60 cm
CERAMIC version

Units H.60 cm

60-70-80-90-100-120

60-70-80-90-100-120

12
60,3

50
4

4

50

82

38,5

10

15

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

10

38,5

82

60,3

Consolle Thickness 2 - 5 cm

4

4

12

Top/Consolle Thickness 1 - 5 cm
15

=

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

Units H.60 cm

12

50

10

4
60,3

70

38,5

Top Thickness 1 - 5 cm
Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.
=

9,7

4

=

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

60-70-80-90-100-120

15

=
21,7

=
21,7

=

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

NOTES: Between the drawer’s backside and the wall there is a 4 cm vacuum.
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INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: Measures shown in each drawing are indicative, thickness of the top, consoles
and heights of the washbasins, they may have inﬂuence of several centimeters upon the
quotation, always consider the needs of the user in addition to any existing plants.

Floor standing base units H.64 cm
60-70-80-90-100-120

10

Top Thickness 1- 5 cm

=

=

4

45

60,3

64,3

38,5

4

12

15

4

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

Floor standing base units H.84 cm
CERAMIC Version

Floor standing base units H.84 cm

60-70-80-90-100-120

60-70-80-90-100-120

12

Consolle Thickness 2 - 5 cm

4

4

12

Top Thickness 1- 5 cm
15

15

80

=

4

4

Measures in cm

Measures in cm

4

4

=
50

=
50

=

58,2

84

80

84

58,2

10

10

Support bar, ONLY in presence
of integrated tops.

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

NOTES: Between the drawer’s backside and the wall there is a 4 cm vacuum.
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WASH.3 LAUNDRY INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: Measures shown in each drawing are indicative, thickness of the top, consoles
and heights of the washbasins, they may have inﬂuence of several centimeters upon the
quotation, always consider the needs of the user in addition to any existing plants.

Floor standing base units H.88 cm
MINERALMARMO tops
70
Consolle Thickness 1,2 cm

7
45

80

88

15

8

Measures in cm

Wooden structural chain, may be cutted if interfere with
brackets.

NOTES: Between the drawer’s backside and the wall there is a 4 cm vacuum.
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INSTALLATION
ATTENTION: While present, always ﬁx also the wooden bar to the wall.

Standard System
Units 48H, Columns and Hang Units

Base

units

ANTI-RELEASE System
Washbasin units 24 and 36H

Base un

its leve

level

l

3 cm

X

X=6,5 on Washbasin units
X=4,5 on other units

FLOOR STANDING WASHBASIN UNITS VERSIONS
Floor standing washbasin units H. 82 - 84 cm
For CERAMIC console

Floor standing washbasin units H. 64 - 82 - 84 cm
For ECOMALTA©, CORIAN©, TECNORIL©,
GEACRYL©, PLEXICOR©, GLAS and MINERALMARMO integrated tops
13

10÷13
8

4

4

In ﬂoor standing washbasin units, hangers are not included.
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IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY NOTE
The assemblage of the furniture SHALL be performed by qualiﬁed personnel, at least two
people, provided of suitable equipment.
At the end of the procedure, SHALL be released a declaration of happened installation
conforming to the procedures pointed out by the manufacturer, in absence of such declaration,
the guarantee of the product decays.
• We recommend the maximum caution in handling the furniture and its components,
considering the narrow spaces that are often found in the bathroom.
• Don’t drag the furniture on the ﬂoor, but to use the cardboards of the packaging to
supporting it to earth.
• Do never use electric screwdrivers for the ﬁnal regulations of shutters or drawers, but to
ONLY use hand screwdriver.
ATTENTION
• The water lacing must be performed by professionals or qualiﬁed technicians, with release
of Certiﬁcation.
• The electric lacing must be performed by professionals or qualiﬁed technicians, with
release of Certiﬁcation.

NECESSARY EQUIPENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PENCIL TO MARK QUOTAS
METER
LEVEL
ELECTRIC DRILL
ELECTRIC SCREWDRIVER
STUNG DRILL FOR WALL ( 8 AND 9 MM )
STUNG DRILL FOR WOOD ( 3 AND 5 MM )
CROSS SCREWDRIVER
RUBBER HAMER
PROPER WEDGES

Matita

Metro

Livella a bolla

Trapano

Avvitatore

Punta

Cacciavite

Martello

Tassello

2 persone

IMPORTANT NOTICE: The wedges from 8x50 mm furnished with the furniture, are generics, for
carrying walls, in presence of different walls, to use suitable wedges.
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UNPACKING
Proceed in the unpacking of the elements according to the stages as shown in pictures, taking
care not to damage the cabinet with box cutters or other tools.

Lay the element of the ﬂoor turned upsidedown, and
carefully open the embalage.

Turn the element now leaving open the bottom in order to
remove the packaging.

Put the embalage on the ground and lay the furniture on it,
in order to avoid scratches.

Remove corner protections and the nylon protective bag.

NO!!! OK!!!

While present, remove the drawers to facilitate
the operation of installation of the cabinet.
Note that for the extraction of the drawer from
guides, proceed by opening the drawer 2/3
the full aperture, shutter and pull decided
upward with both hands placed on the sides
tray.

WARNING: The materials used for the packaging should be recycled or disposed of in
compliance with the local regulations.
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48 H ( OR HIGHER ) HANG UNITS FIXING
Removed the packaging and removed the drawers from the cabinet, proceed to ﬁxing the base
to the wall following the various phases as shown in the pictures.

For the positioning of the brackets, consider that the height
for a neutral unit (A) is different from a washbasin unit (B).

The brackets should be placed inside the side panels of the
elements, detect with accuracy measures.

Detected all the necessary quotes, proceed to the mark
points on the wall for drilling and insertion of the dowels (*).

Inserted plugs in the holes, proceed to the ﬁxing of
brackets, making sure that the coupling is toward the side
panel

Once ﬁxed the brackets on the wall, and checked all
measures, you can proceed with the installation of the unit
to the wall.

The operation of attaching the cabinet to wall,shall be done
by 2 people,in order not to cause harm to themselves and
to the cabinet.
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48 H ( OR HIGHER ) HANG UNITS FIXING
Once hooked the unit, we will proceed to the leveling and the deﬁnitive ﬁxing of the cabinet.

With the help of a collaborator control the exact coupling
the furniture on the brackets, before letting go.

Checked the locked position of the furniture, put a level
above it, as shown in the picture.

Now proceed to the leveling of the furniture in length, acting
on the upper screw as in picture.

The leveling on the depth of the furniture is made turning
the lower screw, as shown.

Once ﬁxed the furniture with hangers, we will proceed
to secure ﬁxing with supplied screws and dowels on the
posterior chain of the cabinet.

Finally, replace the drawers. This is done by extracting all of
the guides, positioning the drawer above them and closing
it.
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24-36 H. UNITS FIXING
24 and 36 H. units, are equipped with hangers with anti-tip mechanism.

As for units 48 H., the ﬁrst stage remains the mark of the
points on the wall where to drill the holes to attach to the
special brackets.

The hangers already pre-mounted in the cabinet are
provided with adjustment screws that will be used for
leveling of the cabinet.

The coupling to the bracket is done by getting the hook in
the seat of the support.

The leveling of the furniture are made by turning the two
adiustment screws.
The screw (A) allows the vertical adjustment to a maximum
of 22 mm.
The screw (B) adjusts the traction to the wall to a maximum
of 19 mm.

A
22 mm

8

12

19 mm

B
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TOP - CONSOLE INSTALLATION
Fixed the furniture to the wall, we will proceed to the positioning of the chosen top or console.

With the help of a collaborator placed on the ﬂoor box and
open the package with care.

Always with the help of another person, extract the topconsole from the packing carton, as in picture.

Lay the top on the cardboard box and remove the protective
nylon bag making sure to always hold the element, so it will
not fall or slip.

With the help of an assistant lift the top, and place it
carefully above the unit.

Once veriﬁed the perfect condition of the cabinet and the
installation, proceed with the ﬁxing of the top being careful
to use neutral silicone.
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METAL DRAWERS REGULATIONS
All metal drawers supplied by Puntotre have screws for better adjustment of the fronts.

Unlock the upper screw, before any regulation, then, lock
it once ﬁnished.

Lower screw provides the vertical regulation of the front
+-2 mm

A proper screw, under the side arm provide the
perpendicularity adjustment.
ONLY on 36 and 48H fronts.

Following Operations are necessary ONLY in case of front’s replacement

To remove the drawer, while necessary, press the front
locking device away from the front and unhook the front.

To mount the front while necessary, to introduce the front
with hooks in the lower diagonal crack (positioning to zero
using the locking hooks). Turn the front toward inside and
press down.
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HINGES WITH RAPID LOCK-UNLOCK SYSTEM
Hinges used by Puntotre are provided with rapid lock-unlock system.

To unlock hinge, pull the level toward outside.

IMPORTANT: during this operation, it is important to ﬁrmly
hold the door, to avoid accidental drops and damage.

To lock the hinge, ﬁrst ﬁx the external side onto proper
place, hold ﬁrmly the door.

Proceed then to ﬁx, the internal mechanism by pushing the
hinge.

Absorber SLIGHT EFFORT position

Absorber MEDIUM EFFORT position

Absorber STRONG EFFORT position

Level oriented toward inside (small doors).

Level oriented vertical (medium doors).

Level oriented toward outside (bigger doors).
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HINGES REGULATION
Hinges provided by Puntotre, have tri-axial regulation. Cross screwdriver tool.

Before performing any regulation, remove the protection
carter.

LATERAL: Turn indicated screw to obtain LH or RH
regulation.

DEPTH : This regulation is made by the most internal screw.

VERTICAL : The provide vertical door’s regulation, unlock
the base of the hinge and push it on the right position, then
ﬁrmly lock it again.
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HANDLE MONTAGE
Puntotre provides several kind of handles and knobs.

The application of the handles at the front shall always be made by screwing the screws from the inside of the drawer.
In the case of knobs in fact, the most common mistake is the attempt to screw the knob directly, and not the screw.
This causes scratching of the surface of the front and is NOT motive for a claim.
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5 CM THICKNESS TOP INSTALLATION

÷ 85 / 87 cm

Phase 1

Phase 2
A
55 cm
Y ÷ 71 cm

Quote and ﬁx brackets to wall, following above illustration.
Quote Y , suggested as 71 cm, can be modiﬁed following
customer’s needs.

Lay the top on brackets, and make ﬁnal level regulation
using screws on brackets, than ﬁx the top with provided
screws for wood.

Phase 3

Lay the sink and ﬁx it using its kit, mount the mixer.
WARNING: Load and drainage water connections must
be performed by specialists, who then issue proper
certiﬁcation.
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BOX CONSOLE INSTALLATION

÷ 85 / 87 cm

Phase 1

Phase 2
A

55 cm
Y ÷ 74 cm

Quote and ﬁx brackets to wall, following above illustration.
Quote Y , suggested as 74 cm, can be modiﬁed following
customer’s needs.

Lay the top on brackets, and make ﬁnal level regulation
using screws on brackets, than ﬁx the top with provided
screws for wood.

Phase 3

Lay the sink and ﬁx it using its kit, mount the mixer.
WARNING: Load and drainage water connections must
be performed by specialists, who then issue proper
certiﬁcation.
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WING AND SIMILAR BOXED CONSOLES INSTALLATION

÷ 85 / 87 cm

Phase 1

Phase 2
A

55 cm
Y ÷ 83 cm

Quote and ﬁx brackets to wall, following above illustration.
Quote Y , suggested as 83 cm, can be modiﬁed following
customer’s needs.

Lay the top on brackets, and make ﬁnal level regulation
using screws on brackets, than ﬁx the top with provided
screws for wood.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR BOX CONSOLES OR “C” ELEMENTS
Important Note: There is NOT a standard fee of vertical or horizontal positioning of the brackets
to the wall, but this should be deﬁned case by case, considering the needs of the end Customer
and / or the presence of pipes in the wall.

CONSULT INSTRUCTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING CHART (Table A)
Step 1
Position and install the pair of lower brackets, taking care to use the proper tool for the holes in
the wall (8 mm) and keep the horizontal level of the two brackets.
Step 2
Place the third bracket at a height of 41 cm from the lower ones (5 cm thickness shelf height
36 cm + FV520).
NOTE: For model Modula ONLY, this quote rises to 45 cm.
Step 3
The element “C”, can be built indifferently to the ground (preventively and having great care
when handling being mounted - at least two people are needed) or placed directly single
elements on the brackets, joining the supplied hardware, consisting of eccentric and barrels,
wood plugs (supplied) will guide further for this operation.
Step 4
Tighten the mounting hardware and buttoned the element to the brackets using the provided
screws for wood, ONLY AFTER YOU HAVE REGULATED THE WHOLE COMPOSITION, using
threaded brass bushes present in the brackets, and putting the screws into the holes.
Step 5
In the presence of units inserted within the element, these are only inserted and, in case, locked
with a screw inside the cover of the unit. (Table B)
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR BOX CONSOLES OR “C” ELEMENTS

“C”- shaped elements - assembly (8 mm hole bit).
Phase 1

TABLE A

Phase 2

B
Y
52-56 cm

41cm
(MODULA = 45cm)

A

X

Fix the brackets to the wall according to the diagram
attached, considering that their position matches the form
of the element. We suggest a distance from the edge of
the shelves of about 20 cm. Measurement X, normally 30
cm, can be amended according to the requirements of the
Client. Measurement Y must be meticulously observed.

Lay lower shelf A onto the brackets, mount element B,
using the ﬁttings kit (screws-drums-wooden pins) supplied.

Phase 3

Phase 4
C
B

B
A

A

Place upper shelf C into its housing and ﬁx it using the
supplied hardware. Having completed this operation and
checked that the composition is level, the whole C element
can be ﬁxed to the brackets, using self-threading screws,
through the holes in the brass adjustment bushes.

Lay the sink and ﬁx it using its kit, mount the mixer.
WARNING: Load and drainage water connections must
be performed by specialists, who then issue proper
certiﬁcation.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR BOX CONSOLES OR “C” ELEMENTS
“C”-shaped elements with inserted unit - Assembly

TABLE B

For the initial part of assembly, consult TABLE A up to point 3
Phase 1A

Phase 2A

Remove the large drawer from the base, where present,
this operation shall facilitate its assembly.
Insert the base into the “C”-shaped element. If necessary,
this can be ﬁxed to the element using a self-threading
screw, placed inside the base cover.

Lay the sink and ﬁx it using its kit, mount the mixer.
WARNING: Load and drainage water connections must
be performed by specialised technicians, who then issue
proper certiﬁcation.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURE FOR “T” ELEMENTS
CONSULT INSTRUCTIONS ON THE FOLLOWING CHART (TABLE C)
Premise: All the assembly procedure of units, are simpliﬁed by removing the drawers, while
present.
Phase 1
Quote and drill the wall for housing of the dowels ﬁxing the hang unit, taking care to keep
the horizontal level of the two brackets. For the distance of the holes refer to the drawn
“INSTALLATIONS units and wall units” on page 14.
Phase 2
Drill the holes on the side of the base that must be ﬁxed to the leg, following the internal preholes (tip 5 mm), lay the support leg to the unit with screws and ﬁx using “MA screw” provided
in the kit, from the inside of the base.
Phase 3
Provide the ﬁxing the washbasin base.
Phase 4
Lay the top to the composition, and proceed on ﬁxing this one to the units, by screws from the
inside.
Phase 5
Complete the composition mounting the sink, provide the water inlet and drain.
This operation must be performed by a qualiﬁed professional or technicians, which releases
proper CERTIFICATION.
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“T” ELEMENTS INSTALLATION CHART
“T”- shaped elements - Assembly procedure (8 mm hole bit).
Phase 1

TABLE C

Phase 2
H. 68cm

A

B

A

Fix base A to the wall at the same quota as the height of
the vertical leg B (680 mm). When there are large drawers,
the operation is easier if these are removed beforehand. For
drilling quotation check page 14.

Drill base A from the inside corresponding to the pre-drilled
holes. Then lay vertical leg B onto A, and ﬁx it from the
inside of the base using screws supplied in the kit. If there is
a large drawer it should be removed, to simplify operation.

Phase 4

Phase 3

D

H. 68cm

A

A

C

Fix washbasin unit C at the same quota as vertical leg B
(640 mm) The holes should be drilled checking page 14.

C

Lay top D onto the structure and ﬁx it using a self-threading
screw from the internal top of unit A. A neutral silicon wire
can be used solely on the internal edge of the washbasin
unit ( C ).

Phase 5

WARNING: Water inlets and drainage connections
must be performed by specialists or technicians, who
then issue proper certiﬁcation.
Fix the sink, mixer and drainage.
These operations are facilitated by removing the drawer.

VERY IMPORTANT: Check that the ﬂoor and wall are “in square”, the suggested measurements are only valid on
these grounds. Also consider that the same vertical element (B) has its own adjustment.
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SP900 AND NEON MIRRORS INSTALLATION
Proceed in the unpacking of the mirrors and follow the steps as shown in the ﬁgure, being
careful not to damage the mirrors with box cutters or other tools.

Place on the ground and open the package with care to
avoid mirror’s damages.

Take the measure of the frame to mark the correct drilling
points on the wall for the application of the supports.

Once detected the correct quotes, proceed with the ﬁxing
of the provided hardware.

Fixed hooks proceed with the installation of mirror. The
adjustment of the leveling is performed by turning the
screws of the support.

Before installing the mirror on the wall is
necessary to pre-install the eventual choiced
lamp, using the supplied screws, and make
electrical connections.
Before making the connection make sure
to remove the voltage.
Electrical connections shall be made by
qualiﬁed personell.
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MIRROR INSTALLATION
( 9 mm wedge with hook )

TABLE D

WALL (SP060 - SP090 - SP120)

FRAME (SP410 - SP465)
150mm

180mm
70mm

115mm
40mm

115mm
60mm

60mm

NOTES: RH or LH

SMART (SP020 - SP021 - SP022)

ARIA (SP202 - SP213)

180mm
40mm

120-250mm

SP900 (W. 35-50cm)

120-250mm

70mm

SP900 (W. >60cm)

70mm

50mm
190mm

40mm

40mm

40mm

LIGHT (SN060 - SN160)

255mm

255mm

180mm

120-250mm
50mm

120-250mm

50mm

50mm

190mm

EGO (SP002)

OVO (SP001)

150mm

150mm

750mm
190mm
414mm
300mm
300mm

NOTE: The electric lacing SHALL be performed “to norm” by professionals or technical qualiﬁed
personell.
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MIRROR INSTALLATION
Metal rail with wall plugs

TAV. D

TRITTICO (SC004/L - SC012/L) with 2 hooks

TRITTICO (SC014/L - SC016/L) with 4 hooks

WALL (SC060 - SC120)

FLIP (SC2060 - SC2120)

NOTE: The electric lacing SHALL be performed “to norm” by professionals or technical qualiﬁed
personell.
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COLUMNS AND HANG UNITS INSTALLATION
The hardware provided for this operation is the same of the 48H units.

For the positioning of the brackets to the wall, consider the
position relative to the element, checking the back part.

Detected points on the wall, drill the holes, insert dowels
and attach the brackets.

Now proceed to the leveling of the cabinet by turning the
upper screw on the hardware, as shown.

By turning the lower screw, you may have the regulation of
the cabinet closest to the wall.

ECOLOGY - ENVIRONMENT
The buyer has the obligation to dispose different packaging materials through the appropriate
structures in the area, who will handle his recovery in accordance with the local rules.
At the end of its use, do not dispose of the furniture in the environment !
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